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"Awesome story with intriguing characters. Romance and intrigue that draws one in. Better than

Shades of Grey by a mile.""...I was completely hooked from start to finish and did not want to put it

down until I was done! I found myself devastated that the story was over already and wanting to

read more..." - OnlineBookClub.orgWhile sheltered in the clan&apos;s stronghold, Syssi is unaware

that Kian and Amanda are not human, and neither are the supposedly religious fanatics that are

after her. She feels a powerful connection to Kian, and as he introduces her to a world of pleasure

she never dared imagine, his dominant sexuality is a revelation. Considering that she&apos;s

completely out of her element, Syssi feels comfortable and safe letting go with him. That is, until she

begins to suspect that all is not as it seems. Piecing the puzzle together, she draws a scary, yet

wrong conclusion...Kian and Syssi&apos;s story culminates in Book 3 of the series: Dark Stranger

Immortal, and the characters embark on a new adventure in book 4: Dark Enemy Taken.KIAN AND

SYSSI&apos;S STORYBook 1--Dark Stranger The DreamBook 2--Dark Stranger RevealedBook

3--Dark Stranger ImmortalAMANDA&apos;S STORYBook 4--Dark Enemy TakenBook 5--Dark

Enemy CaptiveBook 6--Dark Enemy RedeemedANDREW&apos;S STORYBook 7--Dark Warrior

MineBook 8--Dark Warrior&apos;s PromiseCOMING SOONBook 9--Dark Warrior&apos;s Destiny
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Dark Stranger Revealed picks up where Dark Stranger The Dream left of, with Kian walking away

from Syssi, and planing to keep his distance while she is hiding in the clan's secure high rise. But

his resolve soon falters and he seduces her. Syssi is powerless to resist her attraction to Kian, even

though she doesn't believe a man like Kian could want her for anything meaningful.While both Kian

and Syssi try to convince themselves that their relationship is nothing more than a casual, short

term affair that would last only until it's safe for Syssi to go home, the torment each of them feels at

the prospect of parting says otherwise. The plot thickens when Dalhu, the leader of the enemy unit,

learns from Amanda's stollen research papers about Syssi's and another test subject's strong

paranormal abilities. Dalhu plans to snatch the two potential Dormants for himself and to discover

the location of the clan's hideout. Meanwhile, Syssi starts to notice peculiarities about Kian and his

people, and piecing together a scary but mistaken picture. she decides to run. If Dark Stranger The

Dream was hot, then Dark Stranger Revealed was scorching. And if the first one had me panting

with anticipation for what will happen next, this one had left me breathless. Can't wait to find out!

I thought it couldnâ€™t get any better than â€œThe Dreamâ€• but oh ya it can!! The author has hit it

out of the ballpark with, "Revealed," Book 2 in the Dark Stranger series, the players are the same

with a few new characters to amp up the storyline. All are impeccably created and presented to us,

the readers, with mastery. We get swept into the pages and tossed around for a while and then

released well satisfied with our experience. Kudos to the author, please keep on writing you have a

tremendous flare for it!

After stumbling across book one of this series and throughly enjoying it over a long weekend I

decided to explore book two and see if the quality of character, dialoge and writing style stayed

present in book two. Happy to report the answer is yes and unlike some book twos doesn't bog

down with back history.I would definitely recommend reading book one first FYI I don't think it's one

of those books you can enjoy without reading book one. Oh sure you can follow along as Author I.T.

Lucas is deft at her craft and she is sneaky as can be getting that back story in, but it dosen't bog

down.The great part of this book is that it adds so much more to the complexity of the characters

and the originality of the storyline. Once again the subtext of the characters are introduced with a



reverence to quality writing and traditional genre must have's with a few Lucas originals thrown in

for good measure.It's so nice to find an author you connect with and look forward to the next release

of their series that's how I have come to feel about a Lucas story.

I read this as a follow up to the first Dark Stranger book. In fact, I have been enjoying this series so

much, I was done with book 3 before I realized I hadn't reviewed book 2 yet! Oops! Well, here I am

to make that right now. I was most impressed that the quality and intrigue held up from one book to

the next. Some of my favorite series (such as the Sookie Stackhouse Series) tended to unravel the

further I read; not the case with the Dark Stranger series. I absolutely LOVED the way Syssi and

Kian's relationship continued to develop in this story! They don't know whether it's love or addiction,

but I can tell you this--maybe it's both! I certainly love them both and I'm definitely addicted to

reading about them!

In book two of the Children of the Gods series, Kian and Syssi embark on a relationship that is new

to them both, and it is hot, addictive and powerful. Kian is still a disbeliever in the dormant gene that

Syssi potentially carries, but that no longer matters to him. She has become the most important

person in the world to him, and must be protected at all costs from the enemy clan. Syssi is under

the spell of the dominant and thrilling Kian, but she has a distinct sense of unease about the

high-rise stronghold managed by Kian and his "bodyguards." She can't quite put her finger on the

type of operation Kian is managing, and fears it may be illegal and dangerous.This second book of

the trilogy is consumed by the budding sexual relationship between Kian and Syssi. In fact, the

action-suspense plot regarding the danger Syssi is in moves forward slowly, sacrificed on the altar

of sexy times. But I have to admit the sexy times were spicy and varied. Luckily, the second

dormant, Michael, gets introduced to the immortals, and his interactions with the Guardians provides

comedic relief while surreptitiously advancing the world-building.Lucas continues to make this series

a page-turner despite the near hour-by-hour pace. The characters are engaging and unique, with

foibles and personalities that really come through. I find I like the near-immortals. Their

hyper-sexuality and the methods employed to confuse or misguide their mortal partners could have

taken a turn for the sordid, but Lucas manages to avoid this scenario by establishing strict canons

followed by the immortals. Lucas's world-building is so complete she has taken into consideration

medicine, law, technology and even childhood development for the immortals. I felt immersed in the

world of the immortals and barely came up to breath the whole time I read this trilogy.
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